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Geschädigte Arbeitsgruppe Frankfurt am Main, on the consequences of the 
collapse of the Lehman Brothers Bank and the establishment of a fund for 
the European victims 

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner is urging the setting up of a European fund for the European victims of the 
collapse of the Lehman Brothers Bank. The fund would be used to cover the costs of 
collecting evidence and legal action. The use of this fund should ensure that European savers 
and employees of European banks learn the truth about banks’ insolvency. The most 
important objective is consumer protection. The means to fund legal costs would enable 
individual savers to exercise their rights and they would also have the means to collect 
evidence and present it in court. According to the petitioner, this would also provide a 
solution to the fact it is not possible to bring a class action. In his view, the national 
supervisors have failed. The petitioner lists a series of measures that should be taken. With 
help from the proposed fund, a balance would be established in the relationship between 
savers and investors and financial institutions in Europe.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 18 March 2009. Information requested from Commission under Rule
202(6).
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3. Commission reply, received on 7 July 2009.

The Commission acknowledges that it is important to ensure that consumers that suffered 
damage due to the financial crisis, and in particular the collapse of financial institutions, such 
as Lehman Brothers, have access to effective redress. However, the Commission considers 
that there are already existing mechanisms that consumers may use. For example, in most 
Member States, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) bodies, such as ombudsmen, mediators 
or complaint boards, which resolve disputes between consumers and financial institutions, do 
exist. Normally, ADR proceedings are both free of charge (or at a very low cost) for 
consumers and quicker than court proceedings. The above-mentioned ADR bodies have been 
connected into an EEA-wide network, called FIN-NET, through which they assist consumers 
that have cross-border financial complaints. A number of ADR bodies that are members of 
FIN-NET reported to the Commission that they attempt to find solutions to effectively handle 
high numbers of the same or very similar complaints resulting from the crisis. 

If cases cannot be resolved in ADR proceedings, consumers can claim their rights before 
national courts. In many Member States consumer organisations (in Germany: 
Verbraucherzentralen) provide organisational and legal assistance to consumers in starting 
legal action.  In addition, many Member States provide for legal aid including funds that 
cover the cost of legal action.

In addition the Commission has been working on consumer collective redress to address 
situations where many consumers a hurt by the same practice of a trader. Recent studies 
carried out in this area prove that most mass cases occur in the area of financial services and 
are not dealt with to the consumers' satisfaction. These findings correspond with the fact that 
in the financial crisis often many customers of the same financial services provider were hurt. 
In November 2008, the Commission published a Green Paper on Consumer Collective 
Redress in which it presented a number of possible policy options to address the issue of mass 
claims and invited the stakeholders to express their views on these options. A public hearing 
in May 2009 organised by the Commission brought together around 300 stakeholders who 
discussed key issues of collective redress. The public consultation made very clear that 
funding mass claims is a key problem for consumers seeking redress. This issue will have to 
be addressed in the Commission's follow-up actions. However, currently it is too early to 
draw conclusions as requested by the petitioner.

The provision of investment services (including investment advice) to clients is regulated by 
Community law in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive ("MiFID", Directive 
2004/39/EC1 and its implementing measures) which came into force in November 2007. 
MiFID's client-by-client oriented investor protection provisions were not active at the time 
when most of the alleged misselling happened. However, MiFID will contribute to prevent lax 
distribution of risky assets in the future. In addition, in the context of the MiFID review 
scheduled for 2010, the Commission will consider the need to further strengthen conduct-of-
business rules for banks/investment firms especially with respect to retail clients, taking 
account of experience during the financial crisis. 

                                               
1 OJ L 145, 30.4.2004, p. 1–44
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In its March Communication (Communication for the Spring European Council  "Driving 
European recovery" COM(2009)114) the Commission proposed several measures aiming at 
reinforcing investor protection. These include the strengthening of existing guarantee schemes 
(in banking, securities and insurance) and the reinforcement of safeguards and requirements 
that financial institutions have to respect when marketing or selling packaged investment 
products to retail clients.  

Conclusions

The Commission considers that mechanisms that consumers may use in pursuing their claims 
that result from the crisis do already exist, although consumers' means of redress could be 
improved in mass cases. Furthermore, MiFID has considerably strengthened investor 
protection concerning the selling of financial instruments to retail clients. In the light of 
experience during the financial crisis the Commission will further strengthen investor 
protection rules. 


